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ARGUMENT 

I. Appellants’ Legal Arguments Are All Fully Supported By Case Law 

Directly on Point and Therefore Not Subject to Sanction. 

 

Appellants brought this action under Oneida Indian Nation of N. Y. State v. 

Oneida Cty., New York, 414 U.S. 661 (1974) (“Oneida I”) and Oneida County, 

N.Y. v. Oneida Indian Nation of New York State (“Oneida II”), 470 U.S. 226, 244 

(1985), seeking to assert their possessory rights to 12 square miles of property the 

Secretary of the Interior (“Secretary”) “set apart” pursuant to the February 16, 

1863 Act of Congress (“1863 Act”).  The 1863 Act specifically provided that once 

the Secretary “set apart” the lands, those “set apart” lands would be an 

“inheritance” to the “heirs” of Appellants’ ancestors “forever.”   

The District Court dismissed Appellants’ claims under Rule 12 not because 

Appellants’ complaint did not set forth a claim upon which relief could be granted 

under Oneida I and Oneida II, but rather because Appellants’ claims were subject 

to the affirmative defenses of sovereign immunity, indispensable parties and 

laches.  The District Court then sanctioned Appellants and their attorneys pursuant 

to Rule 11 and the Court’s inherent authority, finding that these affirmative 

defenses were so obvious that Appellants and their attorneys (i) should have 

anticipated the Appellees would assert these affirmative defenses and (ii) 

Appellants’ arguments opposing these affirmative defenses were “frivolous.”  As 

set forth below, all of Appellants’ legal positions are fully supported by case law: 
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(i) An Attorney May Not Be Sanctioned for Failing to Anticipate 

Affirmative Defenses Under Eighth Circuit Precedent:  Hoover v. 

Armco, Inc., 915 F.2d 355 (8th Cir. 1990) held attorneys may not be 

sanctioned for pleading a claim subject to an affirmative defense.  

Appellees’ memoranda and the District Court’s Order did not cite 

Hoover, binding Eighth Circuit precedent, but rather relied on cases 

from other circuits.  

(ii) The Sherrill Laches Defense May Not Be Applied to a Claim to 

Indian Land Granted By an Act of Congress:  In Saginaw 

Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan v. Granholm, (E.D. Mich., Oct. 

22, 2008, 05-10296-BC) 2008 WL 4808823, the U.S. District Court 

for the District of Eastern District granted a motion in limine 

excluding evidence of the Sherrill laches defense because the 

Saginaw Chippewa’s land claims were based on an Act of Congress 

and not aboriginal title.  This is the exact argument Appellants made 

to the District Court.  

(iii) Appellee Lower Sioux Either Cannot Assert Sovereign Immunity 

Against Appellants or Has Waived Sovereign Immunity:   

(a) The “Lower Sioux Indian Community,” the entity Appellants 

sued, is a Section 17 corporation under the Indian 

Reorganization Act of 1934 whose charter’s “sue and be sued” 

clause has been found to be an explicit waiver of the “Lower 

Sioux Indian Community’s” sovereign immunity. McCarthy & 

Associates v. Jackpot Junction Bingo Hall, 490 N.W.2d 156 

(Minn. App. 1992).  

(b) In its Response Brief, the “Lower Sioux Indian Community of 

Minnesota”, the governmental entity organized under Section 

16 of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, requested the 

Court take judicial notice of its constitution.  Page 4 of its 

constitution provides that all economic affairs of the 

“Community” shall be “managed in accordance with its 

corporate charter.”  Dacotah Properties-Richfield, Inc. v. 

Prairie Island Indian Community 520 N.W.2d 167, 170 (Minn. 

App. 1994) found such a reference to the corporate charter in an 

identical constitution, combined with a “sued and be sued 

clause” in an identical charter, to be a waiver of sovereign 

immunity as to the governmental entity as well.   
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(c) In its Response Brief, Appellee “Lower Sioux” fails to address 

who actually owns all of Lower Sioux’s land at issue – the 

governmental entity or the corporate entity.  

(d) Under Cherokee Nation, Lower Sioux cannot assert sovereign 

immunity against the Appellants, who are the descendants of 

the Mdewakanton Band, which is the “parent” of Lower Sioux.  

(iv) The United States Is Not An Indispensable Party Because (i) the 

United States’ “Legal” Title Will Not Be Affected on Those 

Parcels Where the United States Holds Legal Title and (ii) the 

United States Does Not Hold Any Title To Some Parcels Lower 

Sioux Owns:  The United States is not an indispensable party to 

litigation of Indian trust lands where the litigant is not seeking to 

divest the United States of its title to the property.  Red Lake Band of 

Chippewas v. City of Baudette, Minn., 730 F. Supp. 972, 978 (D. 

Minn. 1990). The Appellants here are not attempting to divest the 

United States of its title to the property.  Moreover, at least two 

parcels of land owned by the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” and 

subject to this lawsuit are not held in trust by the United States 

because they are subject to state property taxes.  See Addendum at pp. 

60-61.  Cass County, Minn. v. Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians 

524 U.S. 103, 110 (1998).  The United States is not an indispensable 

party with respect to these parcels.   

Appellants’ arguments opposing Appellees’ affirmative defenses were 

“warranted under existing law” and are actually meritorious.  Appellants and their 

counsel should never have been sanctioned.  While the District Court found that a 

reasonable and competent attorney would know Appellants’ claims are subject to 

Appellees’ affirmative defenses, neither the District Court nor the Appellees have 

cited one case in which a group of Indians or their attorneys have been sanctioned 

for bringing an Indian land claim under Oneida I or Oneida II, despite the fact that 
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there have been numerous such cases reported both before and after Sherrill. As set 

forth below, the District Court’s Sanctions Order must be reversed.   

II. The Standard of Review Is Applied With “Particular Strictness” When 

the District Court Awards the Most Severe Sanction, As It Did Here. 

Appellees argue that the abuse of discretion standard should not be applied 

with “particular strictness” in this case because that standard only applies in 

discovery sanctions or when the Court imposes sanctions on its own order.  

Appellees’ argument is wrong. 

First, this Court has specifically held that a sanctions order is to be reviewed 

with ‘particular strictness” either “[w]hen a sanction is imposed on the court's own 

motion or [the sanction] is more severe than most.”  Security Nat. Bank of Sioux 

City, IA v. Day, 800 F.3d 936, 941 (8th Cir. 2015) (emphasis supplied).  In this 

case, the District Court imposed the most severe sanction possible given that the 

Court had dismissed the case – imposition of all of each Appellee’s attorney fees 

and costs. 

Moreover, while the District Court granted Lower Sioux’s and the 

Landowners’ Rule 11 Motions, the sanctions the Court imposed under its inherent 

authority in favor of the Municipal Appellees were imposed sua sponte and 

without an order to show cause. 

Second, Appellees argue a less stringent standard of review should be 

applied to Rule 11 sanctions as opposed to discovery sanctions, citing to Security 
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Nat. Bank of Sioux City, IA v. Day.  However, Security Nat. Bank of Sioux City, IA 

cited Norsyn, Inc. v. Desai, 351 F.3d 825, 831 (8th Cir. 2003) in support of this 

“particular strictness” standard, and Norsyn involved Rule 11 sanctions.  

Third, Appellees provide no analysis of why the standard of review for 

discovery sanctions under Rule 37 should be different than for Rule 11 sanctions.  

The sanctions available under either Rule are the same.  In reversing the discovery 

sanctions at issue in Security Nat. Bank of Sioux City, IA, this Court relied on the 

impact that sanctions may have on an attorney’s reputation.  An attorney’s 

reputation is arguably more gravely impacted by Rule 11 sanctions than discovery 

sanctions because Rule 11 sanctions suggest, as the District Court stated here, that 

the attorney is not “reasonable and competent.” 

Furthermore, while the Appellees note that the abuse of discretion standard 

is used because of the District Court’s familiarity with the parties and the case, the 

District Court dismissed this case on a Rule 12 motion based on legal issues which 

this Court is reviewing de novo.  The District Court heard no testimony and the 

case was dismissed at the outset. The District Court based its sanctions decision 

solely on its review of the same written documents and the same legal arguments 

this Court is reviewing de novo on the merits appeal.  Given the severity of the 

sanctions, coupled with the fact that the primary basis for the District Court’s 

sanction award was the District Court’s analysis of the prior Wolfchild cases and 
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the papers submitted on the Rule 12 and Rule 11 motions, the “particular 

strictness” gloss to the abuse of discretion standard should be applied here.  

In turn, errors of law in the District Court’s analysis of Appellants’ legal 

arguments are a “per se” abuse of discretion.  Simon DeBartolo Group, L.P. v. 

Richard E. Jacobs Group, Inc., 186 F.3d 157, 167 (2d Cir. 1999).  A legal 

argument supported by even one decision is made in good faith – not bad faith as 

was found by the District Court.  Pierce v. F.R. Tripler & Co., 955 F.2d 820, 830–

31 (2d Cir.1992) (reversing award of sanctions on ground that, in the absence of 

controlling authority to the contrary, party had good faith basis to press a legal 

argument supported by a single decision of a state court).  

The District Court’s Sanctions Order should be reversed.   

III. The Appellees’ Briefs Fail to Identify Evidence Supporting the District 

Court’s “Bad Faith” Determination Under Its Inherent Authority. 

Appellants argued in their principal brief that a finding of “bad faith” under 

the Court’s inherent authority must be supported by some evidence other than that 

a party’s legal arguments were “frivolous” because otherwise any distinction 

between Rule 11(b)(2) sanctions and the Court’s inherent authority would be 

eliminated.  BDT Products, Inc. v. Lexmark Intern., Inc. 602 F.3d 742, 752 (6th 

Cir. 2010).  The Appellees ignored this argument in their briefs and thus failed to 

point to any purpose Appellants or their attorneys would have for filing 

Appellants’ claims other than for the legitimate purpose of pursuing the relief 
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sought in the complaint.  There are no facts in this case, and the Appellees make no 

argument, suggesting that the Appellants brought these claims for an improper 

purpose, such as to harass the Appellees or to “delay” anything.  Rather, the 

Appellees all made the conclusory argument that the District Court’s “bad faith” 

findings were fully supported in the record.  As set forth below, the District 

Court’s “bad faith” findings are not supported in the record. 

A. Appellees Fail To Address The Fact That Wolfchild IX’s Dismissal 

for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction Prevents Application of 

Res Judicata or Collateral Estoppel to That Case.  

 

In support of the finding of “bad faith,” the Appellees strenuously argue that 

Appellants are merely attempting to re-litigate their loss in Wolfchild I through 

Wolfchild IX, implying that Appellants’ claims are barred by res judicata and 

collateral estoppel.  However, the District Court did not rule on Appellees’ Rule 12 

motion to dismiss based on res judicata and collateral estoppel.  As Appellants 

have likewise strenuously argued, collateral estoppel and res judicata cannot apply 

to Wolfchild I through Wolfchild IX because that case (i) involved a different 

defendant (the United States), (ii) different issues (the money mandating duty and a 

statute of limitations, both of which are not applicable here), and (iii) was 

dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.  In fact, Wolfchild IX’s dismissal 

for lack of subject matter jurisdiction prevents application of collateral estoppel 
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and res judicata because the Court never had jurisdiction to adjudicate anything.1  

None of the Appellees address that Wolfchild IX’s lack of subject matter 

jurisdiction prevents any Wolfchild decision from having any preclusive effect in 

this case.  Simply put, this case is not a re-litigation of those issues.2 

Finally, the District Court’s decision fails to recognize that under United 

States v. Tohono O'Odham Nation, 131 S. Ct. 1723 (2011), Appellants were unable 

to bring this land claim against these defendants in district court while Wolfchild 

was pending in the Court of Federal Claims.  Under Tohono O'Odham Nation, 

Appellants could not join these claims with the prior Wolfchild litigation in one 

action and could not even have this proceeding pending while the Court of Federal 

Claims Wolfchild proceeding was pending. If the District Court had recognized 

that, it would have understood that there would be some “overlap” in the 

discussion of the cases from the earlier Wolfchild litigation and this case.  In fact, it 

                                                   
1 It is important to note that neither the Court of Federal Claims nor the Federal 

Circuit sanctioned Appellants or their attorneys despite the fact that the Federal 

Circuit found Appellants’ claims time-barred under a statute of limitations which 

ran more than 100 years ago, as opposed to a fact-dependent equitable laches 

defense here.   
2 Moreover, the Appellees’ arguments imply that they were the parties sued in the 

prior Wolfchild proceedings before the Court of Federal Claims and the Federal 

Circuit.  They were not.  The land owned by the Landowner and Municipal 

Appellees was not even at issue in the Court of Federal Claims.  Moreover, while 

part of Lower Sioux’s land at issue in this case was at issue, Appellee Lower Sioux 

intervened as a plaintiff in the prior Wolfchild proceedings – on the same side as 

Appellants here.  This case is simply not a case of parties having to continue to 

spend monies on attorneys to “re-litigate” a case previously litigated.   
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was inevitable once the Federal Circuit dismissed the claims against the federal 

government on jurisdictional grounds and not the merits. 

B. Appellees’ “Bad Faith” Arguments Are Not Supported by the 

Record.  

 

The District Court’s “bad faith” finding under its inherent authority and 

Appellees’ “bad faith” arguments are not supported by the record.   

1. Appellants Did Not Make Inconsistent Arguments in the 

Prior Wolfchild Proceedings. 

In support of the “bad faith” finding, Appellee Lower Sioux argues at page 

34 of its Response Brief that Appellants presented conflicting arguments in the 

prior Wolfchild litigation regarding whether the Appellants were a “tribe,” quoting 

from Wolfchild VIII, an argument echoed by other Appellees.  However, in the 

quotes Lower Sioux selectively plucked, Wolfchild VIII was addressing whether 

the Appellants constituted a “tribe” as that word is used in the Indian Non-

Intercourse Act, as opposed to being a “tribe” for other purposes.  Wolfchild VIII 

specifically stated that “a group of Indians may constitute a ‘tribe’ for the purposes 

of the Non–Intercourse Act without being a tribe formally recognized by the 

federal government . . . .”  Wolfchild VIII, 101 Fed. Cl. 54 at 68.  Appellants’ 

argument that they were a “tribe” for purposes of the Indian Non-Intercourse Act 

does not conflict with their argument that they are not a tribe for other purposes.  

Court of Federal Claims Judge Charles Lettow, who was fully familiar with the 
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case and the issues, never even hinted that Appellants’ arguments were subject to 

sanctions.  It is difficult to understand why the District Court would find such 

arguments inconsistent and made in “bad faith” when the judge to whom the 

arguments were presented did not make such findings.   

Appellee Lower Sioux next argues that the Appellants have tried to fashion 

themselves as the “Loyal Mdewakanton” and the historic “Mdewakanton Band.”  

Appellants never used those references to argue that the Appellants are now a 

“tribe” for purposes of federal law.  Rather, these references were intended to 

argue that Appellants are the “heirs” of the Indians entitled to the land “set apart” 

by the Secretary.  The term “Loyal Mdewakanton” was simply to describe the 

Indians who had remained “loyal” to the United States during the 1862 Sioux 

Uprising and who Congress intended to be the beneficiaries of the 1863 Act.   

In this case, Appellants have never argued that they constitute a “tribe” for 

any purposes under federal law.  What Appellants have argued is that they are the 

“heirs” of the Indians for whom land was “set apart” by the Secretary of the 

Interior pursuant to authority Congress granted in the 1863 Act, entitling 

Appellants to such “set apart” lands as an “inheritance to those Indians and their 

heirs forever.”   

Appellees further argue that Appellants have made conflicting arguments as 

to whether the land was ever “conveyed” to them.  Appellants have never argued 
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that the land was “conveyed” to them in the modern legal sense of a “conveyance.” 

Rather, Appellants have argued that the moment the Secretary “set apart” the lands 

under the 1863 Act, Appellants’ possessory rights to the lands vested. E.g., First 

Amended Compl. ¶84, Dkt. 120, Sept. 22, 2014 (“The Secretary, on March 17, 

1865 did “set apart” and thereby conveyed the identified lands to the Loyal 

Mdewakanton . . . .”).  Appellants have not argued that the Secretary “conveyed” 

these lands to the Indians in the modern legal sense because that is not what the 

1863 Act required – rather, Appellants’ argument is rooted in the precise language 

of the 1863 Act – once the Secretary “set apart” the lands, the lands would become 

an “inheritance to those Indians and their heirs forever.” 

2. Appellees Misstate the Holdings in the Prior Wolfchild 

Litigation. 

Lower Sioux argues at page 8 of its Response Brief that the Federal Circuit 

based its ruling that the 1863 Act created no “money mandating duty” on findings 

that “(1) Individual Appellants received no property interest in any lands proposed 

for set aside under the 1863 Act; and (2) the United States’ subsequent conveyance 

of any lands proposed for set aside under the 1863 Act was legal.” 

This is false.  The Court of Federal Claims did not adjudicate (i) “whether 

the Appellants received a property interest from the 1863 Act” or (ii) “whether the 

Secretary’s subsequent transfers of the land were ‘legal’” because neither finding is 

relevant to the money-mandating duty or statute of limitations issues.  Wolfchild 
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VIII found that the 1863 Act created no “money mandating duty” on the Secretary 

to “set apart” the land.  In analyzing whether a statute or regulation creates a 

money-mandating duty, the court’s “analysis must train on specific rights-creating 

or duty-imposing statutory or regulatory prescriptions”3 in the statute or regulation 

and not on what the Secretary did or did not do.  The focus is on words in the 

statute – not the actions of the Secretary.  Neither the Federal Circuit nor the Court 

of Federal Claims made any findings regarding whether Appellants’ ancestors ever 

owned the property or whether the Secretary’s subsequent public sale of the “set 

apart” lands was “legal” because such facts are not relevant to the money-

mandating duty analysis.  In fact, Wolfchild IX’s statute of limitation analysis 

presumed the transfers were illegal.  

At pages 11-14 of their Response Brief, the Municipal Appellees make 

similar inaccurate arguments regarding Wolfchild.  Appellants wish to emphasize 

one finding and argument made at pages 12-13 of their Response Brief: that 

Wolfchild IX “specifically found that title to the land within the disputed area had 

not been conveyed to Appellants … by virtue of the 1863 Act.”  From this 

“finding” the Municipal Appellees erect their “strawman” argument – because the 

Appellants never held title to the lands, Appellants’ claims here are an 

                                                   
3 U.S. v. Navajo Nation, 537 U.S. 488, 490 (2003). 
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“impermissible re-litigation” of Wolfchild IX.  Neither argument is remotely 

accurate.  First, the quote from Wolfchild IX was made in dismissing Appellants’ 

claims under the Indian Non-Intercourse Act, which requires a “conveyance” of 

the property.  Appellants are not making a claim under the Indian Non-Intercourse 

Act and are not claiming a “conveyance” occurred under the 1863 Act.  Second, 

the issue in this case is whether the Secretary “set apart” the lands at issue, not 

whether Appellants ever held “title.”  A “conveyance” in the modern legal sense 

has nothing to do with Appellants’ claims.   

At p. 13, the Municipal Appellees continue by arguing “some of the parties 

to this litigation are the same and the issues in this litigation are precisely the same 

as those in the prior Wolfchild litigation.” (emphasis supplied).  This statement is 

wrong.  The only party that is arguably the “same” is Lower Sioux; however, it 

was the Lower Sioux governmental entity that was a party in the prior Wolfchild 

litigation, and in this case Appellants sued the Lower Sioux corporation.  In 

addition, Lower Sioux was a plaintiff in the prior Wolfchild litigation – on the same 

side as Appellants here.  More importantly, the issues in the prior Wolfchild 

litigation were not “precisely” the same as here; rather, they were completely 

different, as discussed above (application of money-mandating duty doctrine and 

statute of limitations).  It is blatantly obvious that neither of these issues is being 

litigated in this case beyond the Municipal Appellees’ use of them as strawmen.   
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The Landowner Appellees argue at page 13 that the basis for Appellants’ 

claims is that the “Secretary set apart and thereby conveyed the … land ….   That 

is in direct contradiction to and thereby precluded by the court’s holdings in the 

prior Wolfchild litigation.”  Once again, Appellants are not arguing that the 

Secretary “conveyed” the land in the modern legal sense, and the Landowners’ 

reference to a “conveyance” is based on the Wolfchild IX’s analysis of Appellants’ 

Indian Non-Intercourse Act claims.   

Finally, the Landowner Appellees at page 19 make the conclusory statement 

that Wolfchild IX specifically precluded any argument the Secretary “set apart” the 

lands, citing to no language from Wolfchild IX.  As set forth above, Wolfchild IX 

made no such finding.   

3. The Municipal Appellees’ Arguments That Appellants 

Misrepresented the Law and the Facts in this Case are Not 

Supported by the Record.  

At pages 14-24 of their Response Brief, the Municipal Appellees argue that 

Appellants misrepresented the law and facts in this case.  On the contrary, it is the 

Municipal Appellees who make numerous inaccurate statements regarding this 

case.   

First, at page 15, the Municipal Appellees argue that Appellants claimed that 

the only issue addressed in Wolfchild IX was the statute of limitations.  This is 

absurd.  Appellants have consistently argued that Wolfchild IX dismissed 
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Appellants’ claims based on (i) a lack of a money mandating duty and (ii) the 

statute of limitations.  

Second, at pages 15-16, the Municipal Appellees quote from Wolfchild VI 

that the “Secretary never exercised his authority under the 1863 Act” presumably 

to support their position that Appellants have no rights to the land.  However, the 

1863 Act was not at issue in Wolfchild VI – the quoted statement was dictum 

provided as background to explain that Congress later passed the 1888, 1889 and 

1890 Appropriation Acts because the Indians had never received the lands the 

Secretary “set apart” under the 1863 Act.  Wolfchild VI was not ruling on the 

precise issue of whether the Secretary “set apart” the lands at issue.4  It was only 

later, after the Federal Circuit’s ruling in Wolfchild VI, that the Appellants obtained 

the documents from the Department of Interior showing that the Secretary had in 

fact “set apart” the lands at issue here.  In Wolfchild IX, where the 1863 Act was at 

issue, the Court specifically noted that the Secretary may have exercised his 

authority to “set apart” the lands, but even if he did, the statute of limitations had 

run on any such claim against the United States.  

                                                   
4 If the Wolfchild VI quote the Municipal Appellees cite is not dictum, then the 

United States in Wolfchild IX would certainly have made that argument and the 

Court would have dismissed on that basis alone.  However, the United States did 

not make that argument and Wolfchild IX did not so rule because the parties 

understood that the Court’s statement was nothing but dictum and inaccurate based 

on the revelation of additional documents.   
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Third, at pages. 16-18, the Municipal Appellees set forth significant quotes 

from Wolfchild VI and IX.  From these quotes, the Municipal Appellees argue at 

the bottom of page 18 of their Response Brief that it is clear the Court addressed 

the statute of limitations in Wolfchild IX.  Appellants never argued that Wolfchild 

IX did not address the statute of limitations and Appellants do not understand why 

the Municipal Appellees keep making this argument.   

Finally, the Municipal Appellees conclude this section of their Response 

Brief with the conclusory assertion “that for the Appellants to argue that the prior 

Wolfchild litigation had no bearing on the issues in litigation in this matter was an 

intentional misrepresentation of the prior rulings.”  What the Municipal Appellees 

mean by “no bearing” is not clear.  What is clear is that none of the issues litigated 

in the prior Wolfchild proceedings has any preclusive effect on the ability of the 

Appellants to argue here that the Secretary of the Interior “set apart” the lands at 

issue.  

4. The Landowner Appellees’ Arguments That the District 

Court Made Findings of “Bad Faith” Are All Conclusory.  

 

At page 25 and again at pages 29-30, the Landowner Appellees describe 

Appellants’ and their counsel’s alleged “bad faith.”  However, all of the quotes and 

citations the Landowner Appellees provide are either conclusory (i.e., “[t]he Court 

finds that Plaintiffs and their counsel brought this action in bad faith” – p. 25) or 

are based entirely on the Court finding that there was no basis under the law for 
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Appellants’ challenges to the Appellees’ affirmative defenses. As set forth above, 

Appellees must present evidence that Appellants had some purpose outside the 

litigation to support the “bad faith” determination.  They provide none.   

The District Court’s “bad faith” findings were not supported by any evidence 

that Appellants or Appellants’ attorneys used this litigation for any purpose other 

than to obtain the relief sought in the complaint and therefore must be reversed. 

IV. The Municipal Appellees’ Arguments That This Court Should 

Disregard Saginaw Because It is a “New Argument” Is Absurd – 

Appellants Fully Argued That Sherrill Laches Cannot Be Applied to 

Indian Land Claims Arising Out of an Act of Congress and the District 

Court Specifically Ruled on that Issue. 

At pages 19-25, the Municipal Appellees argue that Appellants are raising 

new issues and arguments on appeal with respect to Appellants’ arguments 

challenging the ability of the Appellees to use the Sherrill laches argument as an 

affirmative defense in this action.  City of Sherrill, N.Y. v. Oneida Indian Nation of 

New York, 544 U.S. 197 (2005).5  Once again, the Municipal Appellees’ arguments 

are wrong – Appellants specifically argued that Sherrill laches cannot be applied to 

an Indian land claim arising from an Act of Congress and the District Court 

specifically ruled on that issue in its order dismissing the case.  The Municipal 

Appellees know this is not a new argument.  The Municipal Appellees nonetheless 

                                                   
5 The Landowner Appellees do not even attempt to distinguish Saginaw much less 

cite it. 
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are claiming it is a new argument because they know that Saginaw unequivocally 

demonstrates that Appellants’ argument that Sherrill laches cannot be applied to an 

Indian land claim arising from an Act of Congress insulates Appellants and their 

counsel from sanctions on that issue.  Appellants’ argument is not only not 

“warranted by existing law”, it is meritorious and persuasive. 

A. Locating Case Law Supporting An Issue Argued and Ruled On 

Below Does Not Constitute Raising a New Argument on Appeal. 

 

First, with respect to raising new arguments on appeal, while this Court will 

not “[o]rdinarily … consider an argument raised for the first time on appeal,” this 

Court does not deem an argument as “newly raised … if [the argument] is purely 

legal and requires no additional factual development, or if a manifest injustice 

would otherwise result.”  Orr v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 297 F.3d 720, 725 (8th Cir. 

2002). 

Second, waiver of an argument is based on failing to make the argument or 

raise the issue below, not the failure to cite every case or statute in support of the 

argument.  On appeal, the appellate court can consider case law or statutes not 

presented to the lower court in support of an argument or issue which was 

presented to the lower court.  Elder v. Holloway, 510 U.S. 510, 512 (1994).6  If this 

                                                   
6 Judge Alex Kozinski explained this principle in his dissent from the Ninth 

Circuit’s denial of re-hearing en banc in Elder v. Holloway: 

[W]ith questions of law, we deem the matter fairly raised if the issue is 

presented to the district court; citation to a particular case has never been 
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were not true, there would be no need for appellate briefing – the parties could just 

submit the papers they filed in the trial court.  

The Municipal Appellees are not really complaining that Appellants failed to 

raise an issue below.  The Municipal Appellees are complaining because the 

Appellants located a decision that fully supports their argument.  

B. Appellants Specifically Argued that Sherrill Laches Cannot Be 

Applied to an Indian Land Claim Where the Land was Granted 

By an Act of Congress and the District Court Specifically Ruled 

on That Argument. 

 

The Municipal Appellees argue at page 19 that Appellants stated in their 

brief that “prior to the Sherrill decision, laches did not apply to Indian land claims 

at all” and that this was “different from what Appellants argued below when 

Appellants argued that [Oneida I and Onieda II] dealt with the doctrine of laches.”  

This confusing argument is either nonsensical or a pure red herring.   

If the Municipal Appellees are referring to Appellants’ argument that the 

Sherrill laches defense cannot be applied to Indian land claims where the land was 

granted by an Act of Congress as opposed to aboriginal title, Appellants’ 

                                                   

seen as part and parcel of fairly raising the issue below. ***  Determining 

the law is, after all, a shared responsibility to be borne by the court and the 

litigants. Where the district judge misses a key precedent and therefore 

renders an erroneous ruling, the consequences of that error should not be 

visited entirely on one of the parties. 

Elder v. Holloway, 984 F.2d 991, 999 (9th Cir. 1993) (Kozinski, J., dissenting from 

denial of reh'g en banc); reversed on appeal, Elder v. Holloway, 510 U.S. 510, 512 

(1994). 
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Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendants’ Motion for Summary 

Judgment specifically argued that Sherrill does not apply to this case for that 

reason and the District Court specifically discussed that reason in its 

memorandum and order in rejecting Appellants’ argument.  See Addendum, p. 26.   

Second, at page 20 of their Response Brief, the Municipal Appellees assert 

that Appellants are arguing for the first time on appeal that the Sherrill laches 

defense cannot be applied in this case because Appellants’ rights to the property 

arise from a Congressional statute and not as a claim to aboriginal title.  It is 

extremely odd that Municipal Appellees make this argument on page 20 of their 

Response Brief because on the very next page, page 21, at enumerated paragraph 

3, the Municipal Appellees quote the following from the Appellants’ memorandum 

filed in the District Court in opposition to the motion to dismiss: 

Simply put, Sherrill was a claim based on aboriginal title and the 

wrongful sale of lands under federal law, not an establishment of title in 

a group of Indians by Congress, such as the Act of February 16, 1863. 

544 U.S. at 202.  Sherrill does not apply because Plaintiffs seek to 

vindicate their federally created rights pursuant to that Act, not their 

aboriginal claim to the land before any action by Congress. There are no 

“embers of sovereignty” here; rather, there is a land grant by the federal 

government. 

 

How the Municipal Appellees can argue at page 20 of their Response Brief 

that Appellants never argued that Sherrill laches cannot be applied to lands granted 

by congressional act when the Municipal Appellees then quote that exact argument 

from Appellants’ memorandum is difficult to fathom.  The Municipal Appellees’ 
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assertion that Appellants’ never raised the argument that the Sherrill laches defense 

does not apply to lands granted by an Act of Congress is completely inaccurate.  

C. Saginaw Fully Supports Appellants’ Argument That the Sherrill 

Laches Doctrine Cannot Be Applied to an Indian Land Claim 

Where the Land Was Granted By an Act of Congress. 

 

Finally, the Municipal Appellees desperately attempt to distinguish 

Appellants’ citation to Saginaw, in which the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 

District of Michigan granted the Indian Tribe’s motion in limine to prevent the 

landowners from presenting the Sherrill laches defense at trial.  The Municipal 

Appellees begin by arguing that Saginaw is an “unpublished decision from a 

foreign district (are U.S. District Courts in Michigan “foreign”?); and, therefore, 

clearly without precedential value.” (emphasis added).  This is an odd argument 

because there are no other federal cases which have ruled on the issue of the 

application of Sherrill laches to Indian lands granted by an Act of Congress. While 

Saginaw technically is not precedent pursuant to Eighth Circuit Rule, Saginaw is 

the only decision on the issue.  Regardless of the fact that Saginaw is not 

controlling precedent on this Court, Saginaw is the only decision to address this 

issue, has considerable persuasive value, and unequivocally demonstrates that 

Appellants’ argument was “warranted by existing law.”   

The Municipal Appellees do not argue that Saginaw does not support 

Appellants’ argument because Saginaw obviously does.  As a result, Appellees 
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must now admit that Appellants’ argument that Sherrill laches does not apply to 

Indian lands granted by an Act of Congress is “warranted by existing law” and is 

not made in “bad faith,” which thus fully insulates Appellants from sanctions based 

on the laches defense of the Municipal Appellees and the Landowner Appellees.  It 

should also result in a reversal of their dismissal. 

Next, Municipal Appellees argue that Saginaw is without “persuasive 

value.”  Once again, this is an odd argument because Saginaw is the only decision 

ruling on whether Sherrill laches applies to Indian lands granted by an Act of 

Congress. Moreover, certainly Lower Sioux’s attorneys do not consider Saginaw to 

be without “persuasive value,” as they were the very same attorneys who 

successfully made this argument in Saginaw.   

Finally, the Municipal Appellees argue at page 24 that Saginaw is 

distinguishable from the situation here because the Saginaw refused to apply 

Sherrill laches solely because ejectment was not sought as a remedy and no 

significant disruption would result from the Saginaw court’s decision.  On the 

contrary, Saginaw discussed this very argument and rejected it: 

While a decision on the merits in favor of the Saginaw Chippewa and 

the United States in this case may require some exercise of discretion, 

the remedy will be closely tied to the treaties and later congressional 

action. The undertaking will be a decidedly different task than 

fashioning a remedy for a two century old violation of law out of 

whole cloth. 
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The disruption at issue in Sherrill would have arisen from the Court's 

task of fashioning a judicial remedy for the ancient wrongs. In the 

immediate case, if a remedy is appropriate, any disruption will follow 

from the treaties themselves and any act of diminishment thereafter by 

Congress. 

Saginaw, at pp. 22-23. 

Saginaw did not care about the disruption because the disruption was arising 

not from the court having to fashion a remedy for a common law claim but rather 

that the remedy will “follow from the [congressional act] and any act of 

diminishment thereafter by Congress.”  In other words, Saginaw recognized that it 

was upholding the Saginaw Chippewas’ claims because to do otherwise would 

effectively repeal an Act of Congress.   

Appellants’ argument that Sherrill laches cannot apply to Appellants’ claims 

because Appellants were granted their land from an Act of Congress is “warranted 

under existing law” and not “frivolous” and not made in “bad faith.”  The District 

Court dismissed Appellants’ claims against the Landowner and Municipal 

Appellees based on the Court’s application of the Sherrill laches doctrine.  The 

District Court Order dismissing those claims should be reversed.  Moreover, even 

if the District Court Order dismissing those claims is not reversed, sanctions 

against the Appellants and their attorneys for arguing that the Sherrill laches 

doctrine does not apply to land grants made by an Act of Congress is not only 
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warranted by some existing case law, but by the case constituting all of the existing 

case law on the subject.  The sanction order must be reversed. 

D. The Municipal Appellees’ Citation to Traditional Laches Cases Does 

Not Countermand Either Saginaw or Sherrill. 

 

The Municipal Appellees argue at pages 25-26 that Eighth Circuit precedent 

in laches cases which did not involve Indian land claims bar Appellants’ claims.  

However, only the Sherrill laches doctrine can apply to Indian land claims because 

Sherrill laches looks to the future disruption of the remedy the Court may apply to 

an aboriginal Indian land claim rather than past prejudice to the party defendant.7 

Therefore, all of the cases the Municipal Appellees cite on standard laches cases 

are not relevant and cannot be used under Oneida II.   

Nonetheless, Appellants’ attorney was fully aware of the laches affirmative 

defense prior to filing this action.  However, he also knew that the traditional 

laches defense did not apply under Oneida II and that Sherrill laches did not apply 

because Appellants’ lands were granted by an Act of Congress – the argument 

Saginaw specifically recognized.   

Finally, if traditional laches, as opposed to Sherrill laches, applied generally 

to Indian land claims, presumably the Municipal Appellees would be able to find at 

                                                   
7 In addition, Oneida II barred application of state time-bar defenses to Indian land 

claims.  Oneida II, 470 U.S. 226, 241 n.13. 
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least one case supporting that argument; however, they have none because a 

traditional laches analysis does not apply to Indian land claims. 

Because the Sherrill laches affirmative defense is case specific and fact 

driven, it could never be considered “obvious,” as the Court held in Canadian St. 

Regis Bank of Mohawk Indians.  Moreover, Appellants have proof that the Sherrill 

defense is not obvious – Appellee Lower Sioux, despite being represented by a law 

firm that specializes in Indian law, never asserted the defense in its motion to 

dismiss, presumably because its attorneys successfully made the same argument in 

Saginaw that Appellants’ attorneys have made. 

E. The Appellants Did Not Assert a Private Cause of Action Under the 

1863 Act; They Asserted a Possessory Land Claim Under Oneida I 

and II. 

 

The Appellees also argue that Appellants should be sanctioned for 

frivolously asserting a private cause of action under the 1863 Act.  As set forth in 

the principal brief, Appellants never claimed that they were asserting a private 

cause of action under the 1863 Act.  All of Appellees’ arguments are nonsensical 

because Appellants’ position in this litigation is that the Secretary complied with 

the 1863 Act by “set[ting] apart” the land at issue.  Appellants are not claiming that 

the Secretary violated the 1863 Act – they are claiming that the Secretary complied 

with it.  A private cause of action under the 1863 Act would require that 

Appellants claim the Secretary violated the 1863 by not “set[ting] apart” the lands.   
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Lower Sioux also asserts that an Oneida I and II Indian federal common law 

claim for possessory rights is limited to Indian claims based on aboriginal title.  

Lower Sioux cites no cases supporting that position – because it is not true as 

Oneida I held: 

Here, the Oneidas assert a present right to possession based in part on their 

aboriginal right of occupancy which was not terminable except by act of the 

United States.  Their claim is also asserted to arise from treaties 

guaranteeing their possessory right until terminated by the United States, 

and ‘it is to these treaties (that) we must look to ascertain the nature of these 

(Indian) rights, and the extent of them.’ 

 

Oneida I, 414 U.S. 661, 677-78 (1974) (emphasis added). 

Appellants’ federal common-law claim to the land can arise under aboriginal 

rights or federal statute to assert a common law claim to the land.  

V. Appellants Could Not Be Sanctioned For Failing to Anticipate an 

Affirmative Defense Under This Court’s Precedent in Hoover v. Armco, 

Inc.  

This Court’s decision in Hoover v. Armco, Inc., 915 F.2d 355, 357 (8th Cir. 

1990) held that an attorney filing a complaint cannot be sanctioned for failing to 

anticipate that the defendant may have an affirmative defense to the claims in a 

complaint the attorney filed.  This is binding precedent on the lower court, which 

all the Appellees had an ethical responsibility to bring to the attention of the lower 

court before they sought sanctions based on their affirmative defenses.8   

                                                   
8 Appellee Lower Sioux argues that sovereign immunity is not an affirmative 

defense.  This is inaccurate.  As this Court has noted, while sovereign immunity 
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Neither Lower Sioux nor the Landowners address, much less analyze, 

Hoover.  The Municipal Appellees acknowledge that Hoover in fact holds that 

Appellants cannot be sanctioned for failing to anticipate an affirmative defense.  

While the Municipal Appellees respond that Hoover also noted that an attorney 

may be sanctioned for continuing to pursue a claim in the face of an obvious 

affirmative defense, Hoover involved the assertion of a statute of limitations 

defense against a plaintiff’s attorney who continued to pursue the claim through 

four amended complaints and a full blown jury trial.  Those facts are not even 

remotely close to the facts here. 

This Court properly decided Hoover.  Holding an attorney responsible via 

harsh sanctions for anticipating affirmative defenses – defenses which can be 

waived and are based on facts often solely within the knowledge of the defendant – 

raises problems too difficult for an attorney to evaluate at the outset of a case, as 

discussed by the court in Matter of Leeds Bldg. Products, Inc. 181 B.R. 1006, 1010 

(Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1995): 

Affirmative defenses normally are raised after an action is 

commenced, and the evidence needed to establish the merits of such a 

defense is sought through the discovery process. To accept the 

                                                   

implicates the court’s subject matter jurisdiction, it is in the nature of an 

affirmative defense because it can be waived and the defendant raising the 

sovereign immunity defense has the burden of proving sovereign immunity exists.  

See In re Prairie Island Dakota Sioux, 21 F.3d 302, 304 (8th Cir. 1994); General 

Elec. Capital Corp. v. Grossman, 991 F.2d 1376, 1380 (8th Cir. 1993). 
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argument Moore–Handley currently is asserting, however, would, in 

effect, require a plaintiff to conduct discovery prior to filing a 

complaint. Such a requirement contravenes the purpose of notice 

pleading embodied in the Federal Rules of Civil and Bankruptcy 

Procedure. Therefore, this Court declines to find a general 

requirement in Rule 9011 that a plaintiff has to make a prefiling 

investigation into possible affirmative defenses. Instead, the Court 

concludes that Rule 9011, and likewise Rule 11, places no prefiling 

duty upon a plaintiff to conduct an inquiry into possible affirmative 

defenses, except in those unusual or extreme circumstances where 

such a defense is obvious and needs no discovery to establish. 

Id. (emphasis supplied). 

VI. The Lower Sioux Indian Community Never Answers the Question of 

Who Actually Owns the Land at Issue – The Governmental Tribal 

Community or the Section 17 Corporation. 

Despite specific invitation in Appellants’ brief at page 24, footnote 11, 

Appellee Lower Sioux Indian Community failed to address the central issue to its 

alleged sovereign immunity defense: who owns the property parcels identified in 

the Complaint as being owned by the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” – the 

federally chartered corporation called the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” or the 

federally recognized “tribe” called “The Lower Sioux Indian Community in 

Minnesota.”  The issue is central to “Lower Sioux’s” sovereign immunity defense 

because cases have held that the Section 17 “Lower Sioux Indian Community” 

corporation does not possess sovereign immunity.  McCarthy & Associates v. 

Jackpot Junction Bingo Hall, 490 N.W.2d 156 (Minn. App. 1992).   
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A. There is No Question That the Entity Appellants Sued Is Named 

the “Lower Sioux Indian Community,” and That is the Name of 

the Corporation, as Opposed to the Governmental Entity.  

 

First, there is no question that the entity Appellants sued is named the 

“Lower Sioux Indian Community” and that Appellants sued this entity because it 

was the entity identified by name in the local county property records as owning 

the specifically identified parcels in paragraphs 51-66 in the First Amended 

Complaint.   

Second, there is no question that the Appellee “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community” and its attorneys knew that there are two “Lower Sioux” entities – the 

Section 17 federally chartered corporation called the “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community” and the federally recognized “tribe” called “The Lower Sioux Indian 

Community in Minnesota.”  They also know that the Section 17 corporation called 

the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” does not possess sovereign immunity 

because they litigated the issue in McCarthy & Associates.   

Despite this knowledge, Appellee Lower Sioux did not clarify to the lower 

Court that the federally recognized tribe, whose name is the “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community in the State of Minnesota”,9 owns a federal corporation which has the 

                                                   
9 The governmental entity is not even properly naming itself in this case.  The 

“Community” continually identifies itself as the “Lower Sioux Indian Community 

in Minnesota.”  However, the “Community’s” constitution identifies the name of 

the Community as “Lower Sioux Indian Community in the State of Minnesota.” 

See Lower Sioux Indian Community in the State of Minnesota Constitution, 
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exact same name as the defendant Appellants sued – the “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community.”  Rather, Appellee “Lower Sioux” skirted the issue throughout its 

papers in the District Court.  In its Answer to the Complaint, Appellee titled its 

caption the “Answer of the Lower Sioux Indian Community” but in the first 

sentence of the Answer states it is the Answer of “The Lower Sioux Indian 

Community in Minnesota, a federally recognized tribe.”  Appellee continued to 

identify itself as “The Lower Sioux Indian Community in Minnesota, a federally 

recognized tribe” in its motion to dismiss and its memorandum in support of that 

motion.  After Appellants raised the issue regarding the Section 17 corporation 

status, Appellee changed its name again and began identifying itself simply as the 

named defendant: “Lower Sioux Indian Community, a federally recognized tribe.”  

Despite the fact that Appellants directly requested that Appellee Lower 

Sioux clarify this issue in its Response Brief, Appellee Lower Sioux ignored it.  

The only statement that comes close to addressing the issue is at page 49 of its 

Response Brief, where Appellee Lower Sioux states: 

And finally, most of the land for which the Individual Appellants seek 

a possessory interest are reservation trust land, and only the 

                                                   

available at: 

http://www.lowersioux.com/pdffiles/Lower%20Sioux%20Indian%20Community

%20Constitution.pdf. 
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Community in its governmental capacity exercises full control over 

these property rights. 

This statement is very revealing.  First, “Lower Sioux” does not state that all 

of the land of which Appellants identified the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” 

as the owner is “owned” by the Community in its governmental capacity. Rather, 

Lower Sioux only states that “most” of such lands for which Appellants claim an 

ownership interest are lands on which only the Community “in its governmental 

capacity exercises full control over these property rights.”   

This admission is critical for two reasons.  First, Appellants included in their 

Addendum tax records for two property parcels from Redwood County’s property 

tax website owned by the “Lower Sioux Indian Community.”10  If these parcels are 

subject to state property taxation, the parcels cannot be reservation land held in 

trust by the United States.  See, Cass County, Minn, 524 U.S. at 110.  Despite 

Appellants specifically identifying these parcels in their brief, as well as in the 

                                                   
10 In its Answer, “Lower Sioux” stated that it could not legally identify the parcels 

identified in the Complaint by parcel number despite the fact that Lower Sioux 

annually receives a tax statement from Redwood County for these properties and 

has been paying that tax semi-annually for at least four years.  See, Lower Sioux 

Indian Community’s property tax records for parcel 62-011-1040 on Redwood 

County’s website at 

http://cpuimei.com:41080/iText/reports/CNTY64/new.pdf?Time=1448422628501. 
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First Amended Complaint, Appellee Lower Sioux fails to address in its Response 

Brief who owns these parcels.11 

Second, if these two parcels are owned by the Section 17 corporation 

“Lower Sioux Indian Community” and are not reservation land held in trust by the 

United States, not only does Appellee Lower Sioux’ sovereign immunity defense 

fail, but its Rule 19 indispensable party defense also fails because the United States 

does not have any interest in those two parcels.   

Finally, ‘Lower Sioux” does not state in the argument quoted above that it 

“owns” the parcels identified in the Complaint.  Rather, it states that it “exercises 

full control over these property rights” “in its governmental capacity.”  Exercise of 

full control over these property rights in a governmental capacity is not the issue in 

this case.  The State of Minnesota exercises full control over all land in Minnesota 

in its governmental capacity.  The issue here is not governmental control; rather, 

the issue is who has the possessory rights to the property.  Despite numerous 

requests to answer that question, Appellee Lower Sioux has failed to provide a 

response.   

                                                   
11 In the First Amended Complaint, Appellants identified 15 parcels of property 

owned by “Lower Sioux Indian Community” which are not tax exempt and 

therefore are not owned in trust by the United States.   
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B. It is the Obligation of a Defendant Entity, Not the Plaintiff, to 

Accurately Identify Who the Defendant Entity Is. 

 

To get around these problems, Appellee Lower Sioux actually argues at pp. 

48-49 of its Response Brief that in “every paper” the “Community” presented to 

the Court it identified itself as a federally recognized tribe “without objection by 

Appellants.”  Not surprisingly, the law does require Appellants to know what type 

of entity an accurately named defendant actually is.  Rather, the law places that 

burden on the defendant: 

If named defendants believe that they are not the correct parties in 

interest, they have the obligation to formally defend on that ground 

and place all the parties and the court on notice that such is being 

asserted as a defense to the action. 

67A C.J.S. Parties § 222; see also Raile Family Trust ex rel. Raile v. Promax Dev. 

Corp., 24 P.3d 980, 983 (Utah 2001). 

Appellants have found no case law involving the exact situation here 

presumably because no one would volunteer to be a defendant in a civil lawsuit.  

However, as a result of the ambiguity arising out of the names used by the two 

“Lower Sioux” entities, the “federally recognized tribe” would be more than 

willing to appear in the action in order to assert the sovereign immunity defense 

which it knows the Section 17 corporation “Lower Sioux Indian Community” does 

not possess.  Because the federally recognized tribe believed it had a defense the 
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Section 17 corporation did not have – sovereign immunity – the “Community” 

represented that it was the defendant in this action.   

The District Court Order dismissing the “Lower Sioux Indian Community” 

on grounds of sovereign immunity should be reversed as well as the order 

sanctioning Appellants for asserting these claims against the “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community.”  

VII. Even if the Lower Sioux Indian Community in the State of Minnesota, 

The Governmental Entity, Actually Owns the Property, It Has Waived 

Sovereign Immunity in This Case.   

As set forth below, even if the governmental entity “Lower Sioux Indian 

Community in the State of Minnesota” owns the land, it has waived sovereign 

immunity in this case.    

A. Lower Sioux Waived Sovereign Immunity in Its Constitution.   

In its Response Brief, Appellee Lower Sioux asks the Court to take judicial 

notice of its constitution and bylaws stating they are available on the internet. 

Appellee Lower Sioux cites to Article V – Powers – of this Constitution in support 

of its argument that that it controls the land under its jurisdiction.  However, 

Article V, (1)(f), of that constitution provides the Community with an additional 

power: 
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(f) To manage all economic affairs and enterprises of the Community in 

accordance with the terms of a charter which may be issued-to the 

Community by the Secretary of the Interior.12 

 Thus, with respect to the economic affairs of the “Community,” those affairs 

are to be managed in accordance with the terms of the corporate charter which 

contains the “sue and be sued clause.”  In Dacotah Properties-Richfield, Inc. v. 

Prairie Island Indian Community, 520 N.W.2d 167, 170 (Minn. App. 1994), the 

Minnesota Court of Appeals held that identical language contained in Prairie Island 

Indian Community’s constitution (along with Lower Sioux and the Shakopee 

Mdewakanton Sioux Community, one of the three subgroups of the Mdewakanton 

Band) and Section 17 corporate charter resulted in a waiver of the governmental 

entity’s sovereign immunity: 

But because of the distinction between an entity organized under a 

corporate charter and one organized under a constitution, a “sue and 

be sued” clause in a corporate charter does not waive immunity for 

actions taken by a Native American community in its governmental 

capacity. Atkinson v. Haldane, 569 P.2d 151, 174–75 (Alaska 1977). 

Nonetheless, if a Native American community mixes its use of 

governmental and corporate powers, it may be deemed to have waived 

immunity by virtue of a “sue and be sued” clause in its corporate 

charter. 

                                                   
12 In its Response Brief, “Lower Sioux” asked that the Court and parties take 

judicial notice of its constitution by citing to its website address.  Because that 

constitution specifically refers to the corporate charter of the Lower Sioux Indian 

Community, Lower Sioux has now waived its objection to the Court taking judicial 

notice of its corporate charter because the corporate charter is specifically referred 

to in the constitution.   
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Dacotah Properties-Richfield, Inc. v. Prairie Island Indian Community, 520 

N.W.2d 167, 170 (Minn. App. 1994). 

 Finally, a careful reading of Article V(1)(f) of the Lower Sioux’ corporate 

charter (the “sue and be sued” clause) demonstrates that the clause as written also 

results in a waiver of the governmental entity’s sovereign immunity: 

The Community, subject to any restrictions contained in the 

Constitution and laws of the United States, or in the Constitution and 

By-laws of the said Community, shall have the following corporate 

powers, in addition to all powers already conferred or guaranteed by 

its constitution and by-laws: 

 

*** 

(i) To sue and to be sued in courts of competent jurisdiction within the 

United States …. 

 

 The word “Community” as used in the provisions of the Corporate Charter 

quoted above is the governmental entity, not the Section 17 corporation.  The 

quoted material confirms this unambiguous reading when the sentence continues to 

state the “the Constitution and By-laws of the said Community.” (emphasis 

supplied).  The Lower Sioux Indian Community Section 17 corporation does not 

have a “constitution and bylaws” – it has a corporate charter.  Moreover, the use of 

the words “of the said Community” after referring to its constitution and bylaws 

unequivocally demonstrates that “Lower Sioux” has waived sovereign immunity in 

both its governmental and corporate capacities.  
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B. Lower Sioux Has Never Established That 25 U.S.C. §476 (f) and (g) 

Abrogated the 1938 Solicitor’s Opinion.  

At pages 29-31 of its Response Brief, Appellee Lower Sioux argues that 

Appellants’ reliance on the 1938 Solicitor opinion stating that Lower Sioux does 

not have sovereign immunity is outdated based on 25 U.S.C. 476 (f) and (g) and 

that Appellants waived this argument by not referring to these sections in their 

Memorandum in Opposition to All Appellees’ Motion to Dismiss.  On the contrary, 

Appellant specifically cited to the 1938 Solicitor’s opinion at page 19 of their 

Memorandum in support of Appellants’ argument that Appellee Lower Sioux does 

not have sovereign immunity.  Moreover, Appellee Lower Sioux did not develop 

any argument regarding 25 U.S.C. 476 (f) and (g).  Rather, it only cited these 

statutes in a footnote in its memorandum and never argued that §§476 (f) and (g) 

abrogated the 1938 Solicitor’s opinion.  It was only in their Reply Memorandum 

that Lower Sioux makes this direct argument.   

More importantly, Appellants specifically argued at pages 6-7 of their 

Memorandum in Opposition to Appellee Lower Sioux’ Rule 11 Motion that §§476 

(f) and (g) do not abrogate the 1938 Solicitor’s opinion relying on Judge Lettow’s 

opinion in Wolfchild IV.   

Finally, Appellee Lower Sioux argues that Appellants somehow waived the 

ability to reference Judge Lettow’s opinion in Wolfchild IV in defending against 

the sanctions order under Crookham v. Crookham, 914 F.2d 1027, 1029-30 (8th 
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Cir. 1990).  Once again, Lower Sioux has not accurately described this Court’s 

holding in Crookham.  In Crookham, the sanctioned attorneys admitted that they 

were “unaware” of binding Eighth Circuit precedent.  On that basis, this Court held 

the sanctioned attorneys could not argue on appeal that they “intended to have a 

good faith argument for the reversal of existing law.”  It was the sanctioned 

attorneys’ lack of “awareness” of the binding law at issue which prevented the 

ability to make the argument.  Here, it was Appellants’ attorney, Erick G. Kaardal, 

who actually made the arguments in Wolfchild IV that Judge Lettow relied on in 

finding that §§ 476 (f) and (g) did not abrogate the 1938 Solicitor’s Opinion – i.e., 

Mr. Kaardal was fully aware of the argument.  Crookham is inapplicable.  

C. Lower Sioux Community Cannot Assert Sovereign Immunity 

Against the Appellants in This Case under Carcieri and Cherokee.  

In Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 379 (2009), the Supreme Court held that the 

Department of Interior could not take land into trust for any group of Indians who 

were not recognized as an Indian tribe by the Department of Interior when the 

Indian Reorganization Act was passed in 1934.  Appellee Lower Sioux fully 

admits that it was not created, and therefore not recognized by the Department of 

Interior, until 1936.  As a result, in order to justify the Department currently 

holding land for the “Lower Sioux Indian Community in the State of Minnesota” in 

trust, the Department had to rely on the fact that Appellants’ ancestors, i.e., the 

Mdewakanton Band, existed prior to 1934 even though the Lower Sioux Indian 
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Community in Minnesota was not formally recognized in 1934.  See App. 92.  As a 

result of Carcieri, Appellants argued below that the Lower Sioux Indian 

Community in Minnesota cannot assert sovereign immunity against the group of 

Indians whose existence was necessary for the Department of Interior to take land 

into trust for the Lower Sioux Indian Community in Minnesota.   

Appellants also argued under Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma v. Babbitt, 117 

F.3d 1489 (D.C. Cir. 1997), that because the Lower Sioux Indian Community in 

the State of Minnesota must rely on the existence of the broader Mdewakanton 

Band in order to have the Department hold land in trust for their benefit, Lower 

Sioux cannot assert sovereign immunity against Appellants, who claim to be the 

ancestors of the broader Mdewakanton Band.  Cherokee specifically held: 

The Cherokee Nation responds that just as a State cannot assert 

sovereign immunity against the United States, United States v. 

Mississippi, 380 U.S. 128, 140, 85 S.Ct. 808, 814–15, 13 L.Ed.2d 717 

(1965), the Delawares cannot assert sovereign immunity against the 

Cherokee Nation, of which they are a part.  

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, 117 F.3d 1489, 1503 (D.C. Cir. 1997). 

 

At pages 31-32 of their Response Brief, Appellee Lower Sioux does not 

respond to this these arguments.  Rather, Lower Sioux makes two “red herring” 

arguments.  First, Lower Sioux asserts that Appellants are arguing that the Lower 

Sioux Indian Community in Minnesota lacks federal jurisdiction today under 

Carcieri.  Appellants are not making that argument.   
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Second, with respect to Cherokee, Lower Sioux quickly attempts to 

distinguish Cherokee by arguing Cherokee involved a challenge to an Interior 

decision under the Administrative Procedures Act.  However, Lower Sioux fails to 

explain why the application of sovereign immunity will change based on the type 

of case filed generally or a claim under the Administrative Procedures Act 

specifically.  More importantly, Lower Sioux fails to address in any way the quote 

from Cherokee set forth above where Cherokee specifically denied that the 

Delaware Indians could assert sovereign immunity against the Cherokee Indians 

because the Delaware were “a part” of the Cherokee.  Similarly, the Appellants 

argue here that Lower Sioux is “a part” of the larger Mdewakanton Band of 

Indians of which the Appellants are also “a part.”13  This analysis from Cherokee, 

coupled with the fact that under Carcieri Lower Sioux must rely on the existence 

of the broader Mdewakanton Band in order for Interior to take land in trust for the 

Lower Sioux, means that Lower Sioux cannot assert sovereign immunity against 

                                                   
13 Lower Sioux also fails to address the fact that prior to 2002, the Mdewakanton 

Band of Sioux in Minnesota, the Indian group of which Appellants are a part, was 

also on the Department’s list of federally recognized tribes.  After 2002, the 

Mdewakanton Band of Sioux in Minnesota has not appeared on the list.  

Coincidentally, Appellants filed their action in the Court of Federal Claims in 

2002.   
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the Appellants.  Lower Sioux never addresses this argument and neither did the 

District Court.   

VIII. The Fact That the United States May Hold Title to Some of the Land in 

Question Does Not Render Them an Indispensable Party.  

At pages 37-38, Lower Sioux argues that Appellants had no good-faith basis 

to not join the United States to this action because legal title to the land on which 

Appellants are basing their claim is held in trust by the United States, and the 

Appellants are seeking to divest the United States of its legal title in this case.  That 

is not true.  Appellants are not seeking to divest the United States of any title it has 

to any of the property at issue in this case.  Rather, if Appellants are successful in 

this action, Appellants will simply seek to eject the Lower Sioux possessors from 

the land.  

Moreover, as set forth in the principal brief, several cases have held that the 

United States is not an indispensable party when an Indian tribe or individual sues 

a third party to establish title or recover possession of land.  Red Lake Band of 

Chippewas v. City of Baudette, Minn., 730 F. Supp. 972, 978 (D. Minn. 1990); 

Puyallup Indian Tribe v. Port of Tacoma, 717 F.2d 1251, 1254 (9th Cir. 1983); 3A 

Moore's Federal Practice ¶ 19.09[8]. 

More importantly, as set forth above, it is now painfully apparent that the 

United States holds no interest in at least two parcels of land at issue in this case 

and perhaps as many as 15.  As a result, at least as to these parcels, the United 
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States cannot possibly be an indispensable party.  Appellants’ claims against the 

Lower Sioux at least as to these two parcels must proceed. 

IX. The Landowner Appellees’ Arguments in Support of the District Court 

Requiring Appellants to Post a $200,000 Appellate Bond Are Not 

Accurate. 

 

In their separate brief, the Landowner Appellees argue that the District Court 

had the authority to order Appellants to post a $200,000 Rule 7 cost bond by 

including as part of the calculation for such a bond the damages the Landowner 

Appellees may recover on this appeal under Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 

38.  The Landowner Appellees make two arguments in support: (i) the Landowner 

Appellees argue that “majority” case law allows a District Court to include a 

potential attorney fee award on appeal in calculating the amount of the cost bond 

and (ii) if Appellants could not pay the entire amount of the cost bond, the 

Appellants should have moved the Court to allow them to post a lesser amount.  

Both arguments are wrong.   

First, there is no majority/minority split.  Some circuits allow a District 

Court to include in its calculation of the bond an award of attorney fee under a fee 

shifting statute such as 42 U.S.C. § 1988 or a fee shifting clause in a contract.  

However, attorney’s fees awarded under a fee shifting statute or contract are 

specifically addressed in the exact same subsection of Rule 54 as costs – Rule 54 
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(d) – “Costs; Attorney’s Fees.”  Thus, it is completely understandable that an 

award of such attorney fees would be included in the calculation.   

What is different here, in addition to the fact that no fee-shifting statute is in 

play, is that the District Court included the award of potential damages by this 

Court under Rule 38 in its calculation of the bond.  The primary concern with 

allowing a district court to include such a calculation in the amount of the bond is 

that the district court may set the amount of the bond so high that the appellant 

does not have the financial resources to post the bond, thereby preventing review 

of the district court’s decision by the appellate court.  This is why virtually all 

Circuit Courts of Appeals have not allowed their district courts to include such 

amounts in the calculation of the bond: it would allow the district courts to control 

the appellate courts’ jurisdiction over an appeal.   

Only Sckolnick v. Harlow, 820 F.2d 13, 14-15 (1st Cir. 1987) has ever 

authorized such a calculation.  However, the bond in Sckolnick was for an amount 

that would not prevent an appeal: $5,000, not the $200,000 as ordered here. 

Finally, the Appellees argue that if the Appellants could not afford to post a 

$200,000 bond, they could have posted a $25,000 bond.  The Appellees cite no 

support for this argument that parties can post a bond for an amount less than the 

amount set by the district court and unilaterally determine what that lesser amount 

should be.   
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As In re Am. President Lines, Inc., 779 F.2d 714 (D.C. Cir. 1985) held, if 

Appellees believed that Appellants’ appeal was frivolous, their remedy was to  file 

a motion to dismiss the appeal on that basis “at the outset of the appeal and before 

expenses thereon beg[an] to mount.”  Id.  “It is for the court of appeals, not the 

district court, to decide whether Rule 38 costs and damages should be allowed in 

any given case.”  Id. at 717. Otherwise, the District Court “effectively preempts 

this court's prerogative to determine [whether the] appeal [is] found to be frivolous, 

and whether [Appellee] is entitled to a Rule 38 recovery. Id. 

X. Lower Sioux’s Corporate Charter Is Relevant, and Lower Sioux 

Waived Any Argument Regarding Judicial Notice by Introducing Its 

Constitution.   

Appellants have demonstrated above and in their principal brief how Lower 

Sioux Indian Community’s corporate charter is highly relevant in this proceeding.  

Lower Sioux counters by arguing, once again in conclusory fashion, that the 

corporate charter is not relevant.  Appellants emphasize the following in reply. 

First, contrary to Appellee Lower Sioux’ argument, the entity Appellants 

sued is the “Lower Sioux Indian Community,” and that is the name of the 

corporation.   

Second, as set forth above, the Minnesota Court of Appeals has found that 

the constitution and corporate charter of the Prairie Island Community in 

Minnesota, which is virtually identical to Lower Sioux’s, resulted in a waiver of 
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the sovereign immunity of both the corporation and the governmental entity in 

Dacotah Properties.   

Third, as set forth above, the “Lower Sioux Indian Community’s” corporate 

charter actually states that the governmental entity has waived its sovereign 

immunity in the language of the charter. 

Finally, “Lower Sioux” has cited to its constitution and bylaws in its 

Response Brief.  The constitution and bylaws specifically refer to the corporate 

charter.  As a result, Lower Sioux has either waived or is estopped from 

challenging Appellants’ introduction of the corporate charter by judicial notice.   

XI. The Municipal Appellees Could Not Be Awarded Sanctions Under Rule 

11 Because They Served Their Motion Too Late and Did Not Cross-

Appeal on That Issue.  

The Municipal Appellees argue that the District Court should have granted 

their Rule 11 Motion even though it was filed late, as the District Court found.  

The Municipal Appellees are barred from raising this issue because they failed to 

file a cross-appeal seeking such relief.  Shelby County Health Care Corp. v. 

Southern Council of Indus. Workers Health and Welfare Trust Fund, 203 F.3d 926, 

937 (6th Cir. 2000). 

In addition, even if the Court could hear this argument, the overwhelming 

weight of authority holds that a Rule 11 motion served less than 21 days prior to 

dismissal of the action is barred for not having complied with the 21-day safe 
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harbor requirement.  Hunter v. Earthgrains Co. Bakery, 281 F.3d 144, 152 (4th 

Cir.2002); see also In re Pennie & Edmonds LLP, 323 F.3d 86, 89 (2nd Cir.2003); 

Ridder v. City of Springfield, 109 F.3d 288, 297 (6th Cir.1997). 

The Municipal Appellees cite a Ninth Circuit decision in support of their 

argument, Truesdell v. Southern California Permante Medical Group, 293 F. 3d 

1146 (9th Cir. 2002).  However, courts distinguish the Truesdell decision because 

the dismissal in Truesdell was without prejudice. Thus, Truesdell reasoned that the 

attorney sanctioned in Truesdell still had the ability to formally notify the Court 

and the parties whether he would withdraw the claim.  

Municipal Appellees’ Rule 11 motion was properly denied and the 

Municipal Appellees did not preserve the issue on appeal.   

XII. The District Court Did Not Have Authority to Sanction Appellants 

Under Its Inherent Authority nor 28 U.S.C. § 1927 Without First 

Issuing an Order to Show Cause. 

The Appellees argue that the District Court had authority to sanction 

Appellants and their counsel under the Court’s inherent authority and 28 U.S.C. 

§1927 without first issuing an Order to Show Cause.  Once again, this is not 

accurate. 

First, no Appellee ever made any arguments to sanction Appellants or their 

attorney under 28 U.S.C. §1927.  Only Lower Sioux argues that the Court’s 

sanction order could be sustained under §1927.  However, even Lower Sioux 
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admits that it never moved for attorney fees under §1927.  Finally, no Appellee 

filed a Notice of Cross-Appeal on this issue.  Therefore, it is waived.  

Second, Lower Sioux argues that its sanctions award can be sustained under 

the Court’s inherent authority because it referred to the Court’s inherent authority 

in its memorandum of law instead of its motion.  However, the District Court 

Order did not specifically award sanctions in favor of Lower Sioux under the 

Court’s inherent authority – it only awarded sanctions under Rule 11.  The District 

Court did not mention its inherent authority in sanctioning Appellants vis-à-vis 

Lower Sioux.  Moreover, even if the Court were to find that the District Court was 

relying on its inherent authority, the District Court’s Order contains no factual 

findings regarding Appellants’ “bad faith” under its inherent authority as opposed 

to Rule 11.  

Moreover, Appellee Lower Sioux never separated its invocation of the 

Court’s “inherent authority” from any of its Rule 11 arguments even though the 

standard for sanctions under inherent authority requires a finding of subjective 

“bad faith” in order to award attorney fees.  Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 

U.S. 752, 767 (1980).   

Furthermore, Lower Sioux argues that because Appellees were moving for 

sanctions under Rule 11, Appellants were legally on notice that the Court could 

sanction them under its “inherent authority” under Harlan v. Lewis, 982 F.2d 1255, 
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1262 (8th Cir. 1993).  Harlan is completely distinguishable.  First, Harlan was 

decided under the old version of Rule 11 in which the circuits were split on what 

type of notice had to be given in a Rule 11 motion.  The 1993 Amendments to Rule 

11 clarified that Rule 11 now requires actual notice of the specific conduct alleged 

to violate Rule 11.  As a result, Appellants question whether Harlan actually 

remains good law with respect to this issue. Second, the attorney in Harlan was 

only sanctioned $5,000 payable to the Court – not for all of the opponent’s attorney 

fees, which requires a finding of subjective bad faith.  Harlan did not involve a 

request for attorney fees totaling over $280,000.   

Third, neither the Landowners nor the Municipal Appellees even mentioned 

the Court’s “inherent authority” in any paper they filed in support of their 

respective motions.  Appellants certainly did not have any notice that the Court 

would award sanctions in favor of these Appellees under the Court’s inherent 

authority, sanctions amounting to almost two-thirds of the total amount awarded, 

when the Court dismissed the claims against those Appellees on different grounds 

than Appellee Lower Sioux.   

XIII. Cases Which Are This Complex Are Generally Not Sanctioned. 

When the law in an area is complex or difficult, courts have generally 

declined to impose sanctions.  Burlington Res. Oil & Gas Co. v. Colorado Oil & 

Gas Conservation Comm'n Dep't of Natural Res., 986 F. Supp. 1351, 1355 (D. 
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Colo. 1997) (denying sanctions because of the “complexity of the subject matter 

jurisdiction issue where the action involved Indian land”).  This case undeniably 

involves an incredibly complex area of law – a fact that is only confirmed by 

Appellees’ voluminous submissions in response to Appellants’ efforts to vindicate 

their legal rights. In fact, Appellants have submitted to the District Court and to 

this Court hundreds of pages of argument regarding their defenses and sanctions 

motions. Such vigorous advocacy significantly undermines a finding of sanctions: 

To have succeeded on their motion, plaintiffs needed to establish that 

the Government's motions were so weak that reasonable attorneys 

could not have disagreed on their eventual outcome. Their own 

actions suggest that they did not possess that confidence. One might 

have expected that a motion that was so meritless as to deserve 

sanctions would warrant only a one- or two-page memorandum 

recommending dismissal. Yet plaintiffs felt compelled to file a 

twenty-seven-page brief and two affidavits in opposition. 

Nakash v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 708 F. Supp. 1354, 1369 (S.D.N.Y. 1988). 

Similarly here, if Appellees had been so confident of their legal theories, and 

if the decision to issue sanctions was so clear-cut, such extensive advocacy set 

forth in all of the papers filed with the Court calls that determination into serious 

question. Further, as this Court has found, the sheer amount of attorney fees, over 

$250,000, incurred by Appellees in bringing one motion to dismiss significantly 

undercuts the decision to award sanctions.   

On the face of it, there is something very inconsistent with the assertion that 

the plaintiffs filed a patently frivolous complaint meriting sanctions under 
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Rule 11 and contending that it took 279.10 or even 179.10 hours of legal 

work in order to reveal what defendants contend is obvious. 

Kirk Capital Corp. v. Bailey, 16 F.3d 1485, 1491 (8th Cir. 1994). 

For instance, Lower Sioux, if it truly believed it possessed sovereign 

immunity, needed virtually no attorney fees to pursue that absolute defense, of 

which it and its attorneys are well aware.  It could have been set forth in a few 

pages and with virtually no research.  Based on the case law cited herein calling 

sanctions awards on complex cases into question, the Court should not allow 

sanctions in this complex case. 

In this case, Appellees submitted over 1,900 hours in attorney time14 in their 

attorney fee applications seeking over $280,000 in fees and costs to dismiss a 

complaint.  Such a time commitment, which the District Court found was a 

reasonable amount of time, is “very inconsistent” with arguing that such time was 

necessary to address frivolous legal arguments.  

XIV. The District Court’s Award of $281,906.34 in Attorney Fees and Costs 

Was An Abuse of Discretion Because It Failed to Evaluate Each 

Sanctioned Person’s Ability to Pay the Entire Award.  

The District Court found that “some” of the individual Appellants or their 

counsel, Erick G. Kaardal, “established” that “alone, he or she could not pay a 

                                                   
14 Over 1,500 hours of the 1,900 hours in attorney time were submitted by the 

Lower Sioux and the Municipal Appellees’ law firms. 
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large monetary sanction.”  Despite this, the District Court found that by “sharing” 

the burden the Appellants and their counsel could pay the entire award.  

Addendum, p. 55.  This is clear error:  

Although the district court correctly determined that each Appellant was 

liable for stern sanctions, the court abused its discretion by imposing joint 

and several liability without considering whether each Appellant 

individually had the ability to pay the sanction. 

Martin v. Automobili Lamborghini Exclusive, Inc., 307 F.3d 1332, 1337 (11th Cir. 

2002). 

Moreover, with respect to the law firm Mohrman, Kaardal & Erickson, P.A., 

no Appellee specifically submitted evidence that the law firm – as opposed to its 

shareholder Erick G. Kaardal – should be sanctioned.  Lower Sioux and the 

Landowners’ Motions were directed at “Plaintiffs and their counsel, Erick G. 

Kaardal.”  Appellees’ Joint Appendix at pp. 86 and 120.  Incredibly, the Municipal 

Appellees’ “Motion for Sanctions” failed to identify in any way who the Motion 

was directed against nor the basis on which the Municipal Appellees were seeking 

sanctions.  Id., p. 201.15  While under Rule 11, the law firm is “jointly responsible” 

for the violation committed by a “partner,” this provision was added to Rule 11 

under agency principles:   

                                                   
15 In fact, the Municipal Appellees failed to file a memorandum in support of the 

motion.   
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The Advisory Committee believes that, consistent with general principles of 

agency, it is often appropriate for a law firm to be held jointly responsible 

for violations by its partners, associates, and employees.  Given the 

opportunity under the “safe harbor” provisions to avoid sanctions imposed 

on a motion, coupled with the changes designed to reduce the frequency of 

“fee-shifting” sanctions that have produced the largest monetary sanctions, 

the Committee has added to the published draft in subdivision (c)(1)(A) 

language clarifying that a law firm should ordinarily be held jointly 

accountable in such circumstances. 

146 F.R.D. 401, 525.   

 

The law firm’s financial resources should not be taken into account in 

determining the proper amount of the sanctions in this case because the motions for 

sanctions were not directed at the law firm – i.e., the law firm is not being 

sanctioned for its conduct as a law firm.  See, Addendum at p. 3.  While the law 

firm can be held responsible for paying any monetary sanction under “agency 

principles,” this does not mean that the law firm’s resources should be included in 

determining the amount of the sanction for purposes of determining the ability of 

the parties who committed the sanctionable conduct to pay the monetary sanctions.  

XV. The “1863 Act” and the March 3, 1863 Act Are Different Statutes. 

The amicus curiae James J. Ashe, III argues that the Act of March 3, 1863, 

subsequently amended in 1870, essentially repealed the Act of February 16, 1863 – 

the statute at issue here.  This is not true.  First, no party argued this issue below.  

Second, Judge Lettow in the Court of Federal Claims specifically addressed this 

issue below and found that each Act was separate and distinct: 
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Congress responded to the [1862] rebellion with two statutes in early 

1863. The first annulled all treaties with the Sioux and declared that 

much of the money still owing to the Indians would be paid to non-

Indian Minnesota families harmed during the conflict. Act of Feb. 16, 

1863, ch. 37, 12 Stat. 652. The second, passed the following month, 

focused on moving the rebellious Sioux out of Minnesota and 

redistributing their former reservation land. Act of Mar. 3, 1863, ch. 

119, 12 Stat. 819…. 

 

The February Act, therefore, authorized the Secretary of the Interior to 

“set apart ... eighty acres in severalty to each individual ... who 

exerted himself in rescuing the whites” and provided that any land “so 

set apart ... shall be an inheritance to said Indians and their heirs 

forever.” Act of Feb. 16, 1863, § 9, 12 Stat. at 654. The March Act 

similarly allowed the Secretary to locate any of the same “meritorious 

individual Indian[s]” on certain former reservation lands, “to be held 

by such tenure as is or may be provided by law.” Act of Mar. 3, 1863, 

§ 4, 12 Stat. at 819. 

Wolfchild v. United States, 731 F.3d 1280, 1285-86 (Fed. Cir. 2013) cert. denied, 

134 S. Ct. 1516(2014) and cert. denied sub nom. Zephier v. United States, 134 S. 

Ct. 1516 (2014). This confirmed the Court of Federal Claims in its 2011 decision 

wherein the court concluded that “the text and legislative history of the Acts 

demonstrated that the second Act of 1863 did not supersede the first Act; rather, 

the two had distinguishable scopes and were complementary in their application.” 

Wolfchild v. United States, 101 Fed. Cl. 54, 60 n.2 (2011), as corrected (Aug. 18, 

2011), aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 731 F.3d 1280 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (citations 

omitted).   
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XVI. The District Court Properly Denied the Municipal Appellees’ Request 

for “Costs,” Which Were Really Attorney Fees Expended Researching 

the Property Records.   

The Municipal Appellees have cross-appealed seeking to recover as Rule 54 

costs the amount of time their attorneys expended researching the property records 

in this case.   The District Court properly denied this request for attorney fees as 

costs as “moot” because the Court had sanctioned the Appellants for the attorney 

fees.  The Municipal Appellees were allowed to claim these fees in their fee 

application to the District Court.  The Municipal Appellees presumably sought 

these fees, according to the district court’s instruction, when they sought $161,427 

in attorney fees.  The District Court awarded $137,678.57.  Presumably the 

Municipal Appellees included these fees in their application, and the District Court 

found them unreasonable and denied them.   

Nonetheless, the Municipal Appellees argue that if the Court reverses the 

sanction order, the Court should still tax as costs over $37,000 in attorney fees 

expended in reviewing the property records in this case.  As the Municipal 

Appellees admit, attorney fees cannot generally be taxed as costs.  Nonetheless, the 

Municipal Appellees argue that these attorney fees are “exemplification costs” 

which can be awarded if necessary for the case citing Pinkham v. Camex, Inc., 84 

F.3d 292, 294-95 (8th Cir. 1996).  The Municipal Appellees citation to Pinkham is 

outrageous.  Pinkham awarded phone and fax charges – not attorney fees.  It was 
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the phone and fax charges which the Court held were “commonly charged” to 

clients – not attorney fees.   

Moreover, the Municipal Appellee must demonstrate that the research of the 

property records were necessary to the issues on the Rule 12 motion – which, of 

course, does not allow for the presentation of evidence outside the Complaint.  The 

Municipal Appellees, like much of their argument, assert that they needed the 

property records for the motion to dismiss but they never explain why.  

The Municipal Appellees’ Cross Appeal should be denied.   

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons set forth herein and in Appellants’ other submissions to the 

Court, Appellants request that the Court reverse the District Court’s imposition of 

sanctions on Appellants and Appellants’ counsel. 

 

Dated: December 3, 2015 

 

 

  /s/Erick G. Kaardal    

Erick G. Kaardal, 229647 

Mohrman, Kaardal & Erickson, P.A. 

150 South Fifth Street, Suite 3100 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402 

Telephone: (612) 341-1074 

Facsimile: (612) 341-1076 

Email: kaardal@mklaw.com 

Attorney for the Plaintiffs-Appellants and 

Appellant Erick G. Kaardal and Mohrman, 

Kaardal & Erickson, P.A. 
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